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p I. INTRODUCTION

1.. An InterdisciPlinarySyMpesiUm on Life-Long Education was held at Unesco
Headquarters in Paris from 25 September to 2 'October 1972; in accordance

with resolution 1.122 adopted by the General Conference of Unesco at itisimteenth.
session and with the Work Plan relating to life -long education in the'Approved
Prpgramme and Budget for 19714972 (document 16 C/5 Approved, paragraph 1004) (see
Annex I).

2. The task of the Symposium was to study the" problems raised in various coun-
tries by the:evolution of their educational systems in the direction of life -

long education. It therefore Seemed advisable that the Symposium should, take the
form of an exchange of views on a few specific and significant experiments:

3. The\Symposium we's attended by twelveitecialists who, in various ways and
adopting different approaches have promoted the evolution of educational

systems in the direction of life-long education by their studies and activities.
Each of them was asked to prepare a short document recounting the experiment for
which he had been responsible or in which he had played a direct part and showing
its general significance. The contributions received were circulated as Symposium
documents. There were also two working documents prepared by the Secretariat, the
first clarifying the nature and aim of"the Symposium in the light of overall
considerationof the concept of life-long education and the second bringing out
the main.ideas to be found in the various papers. submitted by the partAipants.

4. In addition to the main participants, representatives of the International
Labour Organisation, the Council .of Europe'end.the Organization for Economic)

Co- operation and tVelopment attended the Symposium, as- ell as observers from
Several international non-ternmental organizations (see Annek II):

.5. At the opening meeting, MSC. Amadou-Mahtar WBow, AsSistant Director-General
for Education, made a statement outlining the signifielee of the Symposium

in the overall context of the evolution of:educational systems today in ihe'direc-
,

tion,Of life-long education,(see Annex III).

The following officers wel. e elected by the participants:

Chairman: Mr. I. Colovic

Vice-Chairmen: Mrs. I. Udjus
Mr. D. Mbunda"

Rapporteur Professor E.A.O.G. Wedell

II. THE CONCEPT OP LIFE4AONG EDUCATION

w.
7. The concept .of life-long education has engaged the attention of educational

policy- makers and planners -1'1h' recent years.. The reasons for this growing
recognition of the need for a more extensive and at the same time more integrative

"- approach to the educational process are many and various. As a result of the
successful efforts made in most countries since the end of the Second World War
to increase the,number.of those gaining aocess'tp the formal educational system,
more of those who emerge from the school systeM want a continuing education. At
1,1e same time, the accelerating rate at which new knowledge is appearing in
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numerous fields has increased the demand for an education which will bring up to
date, the specialized knowledge originally acquired. Owing to the expansion in
the coverage of the mass media, large numbers of people in many countries are
informed about life and about opportunities offered beyond their immediate sur-
roundings. In this way, the media have.stimulated occupational, sociiand geo-
graphical mobility and have created a demand for the education necess to
achieve it. We do not proNae to explore in depth the causes of the development
of thinking about life-long education.( The report of the International Commission
on the DeVbloammt of Education discusses them in considerable detail and on the
basis of much more extensive evidence than it was possible to assemble for the
Symposium.

8. Life-long edubation is to be seen against the background of an overall re-
shaping of educational systeMs corresponding to nev.demandsand °batsayes

,

of.a socio-economic, political or cultural nature. Although life-long education
is an idea which is. valid for every,country i the world,today, its import is, of
course, not the same for every country, sine it is necessarily affected by spe-
cific values in each of the countries Or ev social environMents in which it is
applied. ItillUst be conaeded-that.there'eho d be.a variety of specific forms

. of a life -long education policy, rather a single standard form. The need
ifor-researdh,to establish a typology of life-long education and. to identify its
common.featuresis therefore approved.

o e,0".1

9. The re- shaping of the educational process in relation to life4ong education
implies the formulation of neweducationalvoliaes which in with

the overall objectives of the development of society. These policies cannot be
evolved by Ministries of Education alone, nor can co-operation between various

. ministries Produce a 84isfactory solution. k'neW educational policy reflects
the leing culture and the'Motivations of all thosewho are or may be involved, in
educe ional experiments. This being:sol.childrenoung people and adulU, stu-._
dents an<1 workers, as well as workers following courses &study, contribute to
the definition of educational Policies by stating their needs, emplaining,their
motivations or expressing their disdpOroyal regarding education and the'school
system.

10. The Sympoiiumfs aim was to analyse some of the educational experiments,
whether formal or not, that haVe been undertaken. There was also a.methodo-

logioal side to the Symposium, since the analysis of experimente has implications
for educational polidies in that it draws attention to the need for planning and
_organizing educational structures that are flexible and closely related't6 the
actual conditions in which they are to,operate.

11. The consideration of. life-long edUcation,-Whi-dh7WaSTbasedon analysis-of the
actual:experiments described by the Participants,led to disoussionOf the

problems noosed by Colonial-domination, class strictures and underdevelopment as
related to educational structures. It was-pointed out, that the latter were '-
opposed to ahange-and that the.transforMation of social, economic and political
'conditions had not'always broUght about dhanges in education. The adoption of
new political objectives had not always caused the principles' underlying the edu.!
catiOnalsystem to be called in questiorll' The national independence:of, certain
countries and control over their economy were the factors ,that had-led to changes
in education. These changes had frequently. been. contradictory, hOWever; and the
actual circumstances that obtained in. economic underdevelopment had led to then
adoptian ofidakeshift solutions which allowed existing edUcational systems to
:remain as.they were. '
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12. It also became clear that education can use national'cultural traditions,in

an ambivalent way. In ex-colonial countries, the native cultural tradition

can contribute to the emergende of a national identity in opposition to the cul-
tural models imposed from outside bath now and in the past.: In the very same
countries, however, tradition can impede change and cap?be used to support social
and educational conservatism. Thus it4as seen that tradition/ in certain coun-

tries such. as India and Tanzania, 1.6 an important source of ideas about

education; yet the same countries.need innovation in order to cope with the
educational problems posed by 'their development.

13. In every country, whether its economy ia.predominantly agricultural or in-
Austrial, the'participation of the people in defining education's objectives

and in the planning of educationraises the problem of using the various cultures
and.sub-cultures in the educational process: The culture of young
culture of workers and peasant aulture, which is freqUently unknown to or rejected
by institutienalied education, assumes:fundamental importance in-a process of
life -long education'. From:this springs the need for anthropological research,
in which planners'and administrators, teachers and taught,. young people and adults
must all play their part. Some examples ofe. "counter- school "., such as are found

in the French -speaking part of Canada, are evidence of.the.efforts made by ordinary
people to have an education which does not.oprlict with the culture which has
been theirs hitherto. On the other hand, particularly in.industrialized countries,
traditional culture (or rather the conservative use of it by the educational .

system) can become a brake on delielopment and innovation in education.'

-.14; It is now agreed that life-long education is first and foremost. a new appra
to education and only secondarily .a new way of organizing this process.. For

it is not merely a matter of altering the organization, institutions and methods
of education but primarily.of stressing-the importance of an attitude marked by
the desire to learn; defining the nature of the needs that arise in this field
And discovering the motivations leadinjgtowards this choice.

15. In thiscothexion; we shrrild take account othe aspirations which make .a
persona;

(1) develop his potentialities 'bottle full through creative and expressive
activities; both in-his.eVeryday life and in his working, social and
political life, as well.as.at the intellectual or artistic level;

(2) become more deeply aware o his own personality by bringing together
the knowledge and skills he bas,adquired so that they form-a. Viable .

whole. ',,

-The acceptance of these ideas as the philosophical basis of life -long eduCation

heads to the-recommendation of an education based on inspiration rather than ins .
truction.and-Ohdisquietude rather:than on satisfaction. This means that the most

important thins is knowing how to ask questions and, in the ,time-honoured phrase,
.fllearning to learn".

, 16. _As agreement was reached on these general ideas, an attempt was made to
define the notion 'of life-long education. It has two dimensions, the vertical

dimension, which is the extension of-edUcation'throughout life, and'the horltontal
''dimensionvetbracing the whole range of human activities from individual leisure .

time via fatily life and work to the citizens role in the political process. It
was'difficult to"- formulate a concise definition, which might be:too broad for-the
meaning to be clear. Hewever, ag4iment wasreached on'the following table,
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submitted by one of the participants, which brings out the differende
ntraditional (and limited) edUcation and life-long (and

17. Some characteristics of education
seen in relation to life -long education

EDUCATION UNDER PRESEETSYStMAS

1. Lirait6d-tp one period of life
(childhood and youth)

2. Abstract in.nature:
concentrates on-th; acquisition
of knowledge.

Separates and isolates the dif-
ferent parts.of educational acti-
vity:-

technical and general,
;Cruel and informal, ..

School and out-of-school,.
culture and educatio etc.

4. Implies a rigid and logical View
of knowledge (teaching is seen as
a 'seriesof4evelationa, the aim
of which-isAo'build up a stook of
already formulated data). .

Stresses possession (imposing its
rules and external domination).

6. Is the means by which a cultural
heritage if handed on.

// "I*

An initruzentlof selection.

8. Limits education to arbitrarily
compartmented fields and. sectors,
generally'coriesponding to,the'
activity of:specialized institu
tionalschoOls, universities, tedh-
nical institutes; eta.)

page

between
education.

LIFE -TONG EDUCATION

1. Covers the whole of.life

2. Is concerned with an actual person
in the fullness and totality of hir
dimensions and in all his aspects'--
intelleciUal emotional, aesthetic,
vodetional,.political, (Or physical).

A tempts to ittify and.lateit the,

fferent parts of education,
an overall, organic view of

development or the persOnelity.

4. Is based on a alectical'view of
knowledge, re son and--the persona-

: ity,-end stresses the process of
beCoMing; reCOncilea the individual,
with time, and actS\so t eduda-
tion is carried out ugh explora-
tion.

Stresses being, 'which develops'
according:to its own.laws and in
conformitj with the specific nature
and origlnality:.of every individual
(autonomy ) .

6. Is the means of development (educe--
tion'es the process of the-indivi.!.
dual's continuing self-development),

7. opposed to all premature and final
selection, which it considers waste-
ful and harmful tries to use and
activate' all theresources of a
person in the. various, stages of his
development.

EXtends education to whatever the
individual does in the various cit-
cumstandes and situations.of his
life (1:Ouple, family, work, churdh,
political PsrtY,.trade union, clubs,
etc.).'

°
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9. Establishes hierardhies in train-
. ing and educational media (books,

lectures, school and university
patterns).

Provided_bY one section of sooi-
ety'- by'teadhers.

III. POLICIES FOR LIFE-LONG EDUCATION

The only principle observed in
making choices is thevadeptation of
available media to the circumstan-
ces and abilibies of individuals
and societies.

10. Provided by the whole of society
in different-contexts and at dif-
ferent times.

18. If -We wish to work out a .life -long education-policy we mrost oake a very
.thorough analysis of the educational system in the light 0 inlividual needs

---arid-of-theritunomic-i-social-ana-cultural conditions-of-modern-society.--1.1e must
also be'prepared to redlitribute the resources available for education.

19. Analysis of the individual needs which can be met by life-long education
leads one, in the first place, to stress the faCt that, in the modern World,

humad beings are no longer "finished" at the conclusion of that :art of. their
education in which, they abquire the social and individual skills they need in
order to become part of the society in which they have to live and the basic skills
they need in orderto survive in either the traditional or the modern sector of
.the economy. On the. contrary, modern man is-ina. permanent state of becoMing
which requires that he should always have opportunities for self development.

mN. Some aspects of this development are directly connected with his contribution
tothe life of his community. The growing need to participate in decision=

making at local and national level is itself a product of the rapid expansi6n of
education. ,

21. Similarly, life-long education should foster the growth of a critical con-
sciousness among tbose being-taught which will lead them to understand the

world and examine-it critically, and will give them .a co-operative and creative
attitude which is the foundation for a genuine community of mankind. Life-long
education should thus enable those being taught to get away from the hostile
attitude to education often associated with the traditional school system and to
think of education as a natural and enjoyable activity leading to the full develop-
ment of the personality.

22. .Finally, life-long 'education.dhould.be a liberating education as opposed to
. those forms of education which produce a submissive attitude. Freedom through
education should be understood not only as freedom from poverty but as an effort
to attain the conscious add complete development of the person. In political
terms, it-is not merely a question of enabling certain nations or social groups
to free theMselves from the, oppression of others. Life-long education is at one
with the hunanist view Of education, which means that our roles are continually
called in question and our important choices are made freely and with c/e under=
standing.

23. It'follows that there-can be.no life7long education until society s become
. involved to the fullest possible extent. The,general public must h 1p to

prepare Someof the syllabuses. This is not merely part of the educati I pro-
cesscess itself it is also the fundamental means of ensuring that g education

t;,' takes account of the actual life and objectives of the community. It means taking

v.
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decisions of a political nature which concern not only the educational system
but the social eystemin its entirety. Power, therefore, is transferred: the
power lost by the dlite is gained by the community - an idea -that,cails for trust
in the creative ability of ordinary people. I

A

24. In. order to formulate a life-long education policy, one must arrive at a
realistic understanding of_the options open to society as a whole in.iti

attempt to meet the needs. This matchineof options with needs isithe most iht-
portant factor in the formulation of a practical strategy for the development of
life-long education. The absence of such,matching Charaoterizes.a goad deal of
discussion on educational policies in general and of life-long edOcation in
particular.

25.,'Ftirthermer&, at a time When the oost.of'education 14 countries
rising more quickly( than the GNP and when educational expeniiture is tending

to describe an e?cpaaential curve upwards,'it is important, in formUlating strate-'
gies for life -long education, to take account.of the omit constraints within
Which every public edicational systeth has to work, 1 tartly bearin in
mind the needs of the individUal. We offer no ready-made solutions, nor do we
claim that &strategy for life-long education catf be pursued on a static educa-
tional budget, but we believe that an energetic drive for greater efficienOyin
the use of th&educational fabilities.available in most Countries- would free sub-
stantial-resources.that could be used at points and in ways which would yield a
higher return At the same time, particular Consideration sbOld be teen to
activitie& for those not in employment - young children, women retired persons,,.
etc. - even if they are not, or are no/longer, productive ofirdie labourjoarket.

26: The ,.development of f-a strategy for life-long eduCatiOn'sbould-include a care7.
fu]. analysis. of the inpUtioutpUt/relationship of different sectors of the

existing educational system. This wcinld_undoubtedly dibolobe potsibilities for
theredOloyment of educational/expenditure,.both capital and recurrent, .In such
.a way a? to provide a better return.,

27. e political objectiveS of each government. play an mportant par indsier4
, forigood.or ill; exactly hoW life -long. educe icciwill develop. It

o-ebonomie systems, the
:to : understand educe-

imilar ways.

seems, however, /that despite the differences.between soc
that arise in our present situation are

tional needs, a possible ways of meeting the In yen,

IV.iSTRU OBSTACLES AND INNOVATING FO
/
284 lafe-lon& education affects all sectors of a

preseittives of most sectors feel :they have
opinions a t the educational system.- The
tibia of,eduCational:policy in various ways.
7

Central government.

countryti,life, and the re=
a fight to hold and exPress

ch influence the prepare-
ded into four groups.

Obviously, jmost.departments of &central government may be concerned
/ with-life-long education - the str 'esTordepartments responsible

/ for the' following:- Education, Finance -Labour,,Health, Social Affaire
.(and community development), ture, outh, Sport, Agriculture, Cm-
=roe and Industry, Transport and Pudic WoAcs.

1
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Regional and local authorities'

Political parties

(b) The economic sector

:Trade Unions; Industry and Commerce (through employers! associations t.

and'trade associations); professional bodiesdoctors, lawyers,-
accountants,..*architects); co- operative movements; managers (where
they are:not represented in one of the other categories).

(c.) -Various groups

Religious and humanitarian groups; woments organizations; citizens!
and consumers! associations; political parties..

Id) Educaalsregapsure'''us

Teachers' associations'andunions; parents! associations;,,

governing bodies and representative ow:Incas.

29. The ability. of a country to work out a practical life-long-education policy
will,depend on the ability of these bodies to respond to changing needs.' It

is not something:thatCan be taken for. granted: _Tbe maintenance of time-honoured
patterns and their linear expansion:is-a goOd deal eaSier,:than the imaginative
pursuit of innovation.` It is very likely that those who play a determining part'
in'the hierardhlcaLstructures with whibh we are concerned. are products of the,
educational systeM as ittis and regard it as adequate. The training' of adminIstra-'
tore, whether in the 'Public or ins the voluntary.sector rarely includes training'
in the attitudes and teehniqUes of projection as applied to the determination of
policy and the Adaptation of structures. Thus the groups: we have mentioned are
likely to be willing to advocate change in eadh'otherls-procedures, but not to
recognize the need forchange in themselves.

30, A realistic assessMentof the structural obstacles which make the developments.
of a strategy.' for life7lang education difficult should not prevent us from

pointing out,as well the many growing points of. life-long education which already
exist, often.outside the areas officially designated as edUcational. The exten-
siVe growth of- industrial education 671d training is one example, and the substan.
tial 'agricultural and health programmes in' developing eountries are another. Such
schemes often cover very large sectors of the population, are endoweewith sub-
.stantial funds and can call upon the services 'of a very large number of educators.
These activities do not figurein national or.internationai educational statistics,
however, and there is scarcely any communication between_them and the official
education sector. None the less, many Of-their educational methods and techniques
are well up to.the best practice founclin the:formal Systems.'

.. .

. - . ..

31. Similar growing points exist in the volUntary Sector.' TheAncreaSing ability
of_extremely varied groups to organize movements of all k , inclUding pap-

ticipation and.prOtest movements, has publio atten :1iOn4n-,Irecent(
years. The work,of such groups Often-includes a:large educatio 'element, usual;..:
'ly of a highly task-oriented ty0e..'Iike the definitely vocational programmes :

outlined in the Previoue'paragraph, most of these activities takelplace outside
the sphere f action of.therMinistries,of Education and are consequently frequently
omitted frtmx inventories of national educational resources., One of the imOOrtant - ,

/ '
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questions is how far it is possible or desirable to seek to impose formal co-.
ordinatiaa*struCtures on this extremely wide range of activities. 'Besides the
obstaclesinherent in the system which we have just mentidned, certain socio-
dynamiC factors have to betaken into account. It is significant that ,moit:of
the activities cited flourish.precisely because'oftheir relative autonomy.
Those in charge of activities relying heavily on voluntary effort valUe their
freedom of action and are suspicicus dr any attempt at co.,,ordination. The lack
of co-ordination frequently leads, of course,, to diminished effectiveness, but
it is possible that-seeking to impose such co-ordination would stifle the initia-
tive of the rank and file. Co-operation between public bodies and rank and.file
initiative should be planned for, provided that this does not mean the integre-
tion.into State structures of everything which is developing in the direction of
autonomy', Any effective life-long education strategy must take account of these
factors, of the people to whom it will be applied-and whose participatioe it will
need, and of that prime element - individual or collective initiative - which is
the very essence of life-long education.

32. As Well as the resistance to innovation which comps from.the :vary organiza-
tion of education, a number of factors Making for rigidity, which are linked

to-the natureof educational systems in most countries, must be taken into
account. One of "these is the fact that school buildings are supposed to last a
'certain,time, 50 years at least in most cases. In 50,years, however, educational
needs change, and the result is that school buildings are rarely suited to the
activities going on in them, that they limit the effectiveness of such activities
and that they consequently curb the development of edueation.

/f

33. Educators themselves may, in certain cases, be an inelastic element in educa
tional policy. Indeed, the need for` the application of life-long education

to educators,themselvee is now coming to be recognized more and more readily.
Any step taken to fermulate an educational strategy must be based on the
operation otteaehers. ,Since a teadherts working lifelaets nearly forty Years,
preparations for the life -long education'of tomorrow should be'made now in
teadher4tiaining institutions. Changes in.the objectives and methods of teacher_
training are already being made in many countries. Teachers! unions are Snowing.

.an'eve0=-71ficreasing interest in educational Innovation planned in relation tothe-
,overall development of society, and are voicing reservations about educational

ft action in labidh.theteadherte contribution to .educational renewal appeara.tp be
oVerIodked.', 'Teadhers should not necessarily be Considered as the subject of
educationelihnovatiom they way be thews tie agents of innovation, as experi-
ments have already shown

34. Examination systems are an obstacle to the developient of, life-long educe-
tidn. The very academic nature'of-most examinations at the higher educa-

tional level tends to.affect thexhole school system'and toprevent the develop-
"' ment of anthropocentric and creative types of'education for the youngest children.

Academic examinations also exert an indirect influence on forms of education
other than school education. Since in most countries it is the formal system
that leads to' the tQp of the academic ladder (and consequently to the best jobs),
most'alternative forms of-education which are based on more practical modes of
learning are forced to conform to the academic patterp in order to ensure.that
their pupile,Could enter the formal system at a later stage. This often distorts
the educational objectivep of more practical courses.'

)
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35( There are, on the other hand, a number of factors which tend to strengthen
the influence of the forces of innovation. Th6 first of these is certainly

thri overall political transformation of a country. in Algeria, Cuba, Peru and'
Tanzania; the advent Pea new popular government stemming from the national -:-
liberation'movement has given priority to a development Dattern which. calls for
a mobilization and an increase of human resources on such a scale that the educa-
tional system has been unable to cope with them. This has produced an extreCiely
powerfUl pressure for the restoration to many structures and agents of their
'original educational' functions and for basic education to have as its principal
aim rlearnlng to learnr. In many industrialized countries where,. because of
industrialization, institutionalized educational activities reflect a balance of
forces between already obsolete social groups, there are two kinds of innovatory
fortes.

36. The. first kind,consists of those-forceS:Of innovation that are linked the
process ofadiptation and to socio- eoonomio changes. .These forces can be

Seen in sectors such as:
(-

a) the financial, comMercial and industrial World (i) which criticizes the
inefficiency of educational institutions (need for change in the con-
tent and in the organization of time spirit at school) and its harmfUl
effects on productivity; and (ii) which exerts pressure to limit the
rate of increase in educational investment;

(b) the new institutions offering forms of parallel education, sOme. of
which are purialy educational, while others, like the information media,
have more varied functions. As they have not had to conform to tradir-
tional standards, they have developed more, rapidly,' and their existence(
now exerts an influence on the traditional system.

37. The second category consists of democratic forces and aspirations-WhiCh are
themselves factbrs in political and social transformation - in particular,

the needs .expressed by certain social groups such as those'living in underprivi--
leged urban areas and rural. districts who wish either to have access to educe-
tionalresoUrces'Whidh will enable themhto control their environment, or to
exercise direct control over the educational resources. and institutions in their
area. These groups-thus make it:Nital not only for educational effortkto-ibe
more functional. but aIso-for such efforts to be_redirected-so as-to-take'accoilnt
of their.needs and iMMediateinterests. The:parillel activities of the coUnter-.H
.school Whidh stems from this are a major factor in.the transformation of the
educetionelin through the dialectic establighed.with the litter.

V. ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS OP LIRE -LONG .EDUCATION
;

38. Some of theyolitici4 administratiVe,:sociaLand educationalStructures
which help or hinder-the development of life-long_educatian were examined in

the previous section. 14e. Shall now consider brieflYTthe War....in.Which life-long
education Cin beiorganiied. What-cOnditiOns must the-Organitaf
tional leveI, if-we are to estqlidhlife-long educationptructureiwhich are
both'broidand flexiblW-The educatiOnal systems" planned

cang-
education

must be built up774:ii.--plUralletand organic way. They must the.varie-
ties of educatiomwhidh societTneeds,.according to-various circumstances arising
from the age and sittation of:those being, educated. All: this must also fit .into
a 'structured. whole embracing all educational activities. . The functioning of these
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systems must be flexible and fluid, so that those being educated hive great
freedom .of movement among the various structures of the whole educationilsystem.
There must always be a structure. available" to anyone who has had to abandon'

) . . -another structure.
.

39. There are many agencies already used for lifel7long-education or which could
be used in the.future. The list ,given .below is riot exhaustilte; it is'rriereli

intended to indicate to what kind of-instItutions, agencies and means recourse
could be had: )

schools .

remote teaching
training courses taken during employment (in adminidtration or industry)
study groups °

popularization Services
cultural .institutions
libraries'
theatre, music, dancing
cinemas
museums,
ZOOS
sports
games
place of work
vocational associations

communitY.groups and organizations
'meetings of those living in a particular district or town, etc.
Social occasions
clubs and associations':
religious institutions
religious'festivals
political meetings
radio
television
newspapers and_mgazines
Araditional-ihd modern teaching aids
travel-- ..

-places of amusement
markets and fairs

40..'Every country which prepares-a life -lo -education strategy and wiShes.to
establish rational structures will have to draw Op a list 'of the agencies,.

Which it considersrelevant; This liSt will then 6e-matched WiXh,an inventory
.of activities to beinclUded in'itslife-long'edUeation programmes. It'is-dif-
ficult to draw up Suckaninvenory except in the context of a particularfcoun-
try,_ind we shall'make'no attempt to'do so, Comparison tetWeedthe-twaTlists
reveals whether. the existing agencies:areguantitatively adeqUate/forthe'prOvi-
Sidn.af life -long education or whether new agencies heed to..be created, of the
same type as the existing ones or of a different type;

41. Life-long education should mean that education will be freed from the educa-
tiOnal "enclaves" in which it has so' far been encloSeeand-that all the

"educational potential, of the community will be Wade availableta it The mass
media are to be consid1Fired as a means of social communication and are thus-7
educational media par excellence Since, through their direot and indirect action,
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hey are always(dhaping'patterns of behaviou. ManifestlYtherePpre,- a

matter of urgency that we should. the use to-which thede media are

put and give the: eomMunity al.arge measure of resPonsibilityor the planning,
production and broadcasting 9f messages. Circuits must be establidhed.sethat
there oan be A-floW.fromthegenerel public to the media and then back to the
general public -1 a donstantprocessof re-elaborating and decoding messages and
elucidating the problems they wise.-

i_ /
42. One essential for the development of life -long edUcatiania the extension of

the concept Of "educator" to many members of the community who donot belong
to_the,teaching profession. ThaconceOt of life-long education must\imply that
the members of vcomMunity have a,fUll understanding of the fact that each. of us
can be both teacher and pupil. This ideal - that. we:dhould all participate in,
our-emn 'education and in that of other people, constantly; and not necessarily
within the rigid confines of theschool system - callsfor a number Of permanent.
activities designed to train all members of the community for their,taels as
educators e.g. parent edueatiOn, encouragement,of wOrker-teadhers, etc. More
generally speaking, it is important both to determine 'pie dharacteristicp required.,
in a, new kind 'Of educator who willmake it possible for the community to partial,-
pate fully'in educational work andto train such educators.

43. The principle that every person should be both teacher and pupil was accepted
by 'everyone. Its implementation, however, means that We-need a new kind of.

educator and not merely that educators should receive a, new kind of training.
.The origins and the cultural experience of educators can ridge the gap between
teachers and taught. Thaedueatienal community does'not reject the teaching

:profespien. On the contrary, the tertiary sect-m.1p developing, and will oohtinue
to do So, in botkindustrialized ceentrieaT those that are becoming industrial-
ized ; and teachers will be the most important cate gy, quantitatively speaking,
in this sector. This profession may be thought of as aopporttuaity for rising:_
in thesocial scale, getting teacher away from their original-background if_they
come from thcOlorking class, or strengthening the prejudices of a-middle class
background in the case of teachers from the, middle classes. On the other,,hend,'
if teachers rise in the social scale; this oan be seen as a means foa:,;the ele1lec7
:tive advancement of the under-privileged social strata. We can learn mudhifram,
'What has been done - e.g. Workers Who have become teachers are introducing the
-Culture' values of their social background' into the school and into their train-
ing. These'are the teachers Who can develop'continUity in education which will
deny the validly of the separation between teachers and taught, a separation
1.04hich,does not necessarily have its roots in'the actual function of teaching.
The circularrelation etween teacher and taught has its source in the'social and
cultural ofedu§ational experience rather than in educational methOds and
techniques which, in themselves, are powerless to overthroW barriers whose'origin
is social and-economic..

44. -Educators of this new kind must net be confined to life-long education
activities that are marginal-to'the educational system. The whole teaching

profession must Support the policy which its metberi are striving to apply and
topioMote. -If life-long educatidn is thud to become a Common concern, we must
teke a wider view of teacher training. We feel that the-main aim in the initial
training period should be to see that future teadhers really grasp the vole-
cultural principles of life-long education., Educators should later be given the
dhance to complete this initial training themeelvesi and theyahould be assisted
in this by being offered systematic opportunities. for iniervice training.,
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45. If the whole community is'to take part in the educational process, men and
women from all walks Ofife must be able tedcquireknowledge about'educa-

tion. The'link between training and'work should be emphasized, but 'from the
point of view of activity at the place of work; and of training which will give
the workers a chance to use their ability to develop their'personaiities through
work and to acquire the means to gain a knowledge of the proceas,of production
and how to transform it.. The experience-of trade union organization is evidence
of the interest workers takein new educational activities. The investigations,
the fresh thinking on educational matters among-the workers seem to spring from
the conditions of employment, and the aim of worker training, of which vocational
,Zraining is-but one aspect,. is to improve the quality ok'life-. The importance of
'as wide an Initial training as possible and the r8le of adult education in our
changing societies was emphasized.,

46. The extension of the function of education has, in a number of countries;
alseady led to- the development of modular' systems fo: training educators in

indust/1Y, the public service and voluntary work. As well, as training those Who
are goineto.teadh full time,'teacher-training restablishments should provide
short courses for this type of. part-time.educator. The range-of such establish-
ments should be sufficiently wide for-students to be able to'cboose from a variety
.of curricula and to change their course if they so desire without having to Comply

! with artificial' requirements. They Should also be able to interrupt their stu-'
dies for'some weeks or. months with the Assurance that they Can resurie'them.at a'
later date, and they anduld be encouraged to,Continutheir training. outside the
training establishment in a variety of oCcupational-contektssUCh as a theatre,
libraryor hospital. Training estAblishments should not try to make distinction's
among students or to\classify them in ways which are not relevant to the learning'
process proper. The3whole community would play a part in working out study pro-
grammes and training methods. -Parents teachers and pupils would decide together
what Should be included in the curricula and what type Of experience the students
should_ acquire. The arbitrary nature of unilateral decisions would 'be replaced
by a permanent process of defining' objectives and assessing needs. Every member
of the community who is capable Of.assisting in the educathe Procesdwoul(Lbe
allowed to; do so.

47. The Concept of life -long education' implieS:a radical transformation of cur-
.

ricuIa through the preparation of an integral curriculuM which, going beyond
the idea af education as the mere accumulation of knowledge,:would take account
of man in all his'dimensians.and of all the needs of society.-

48. The implementation of a life-long education polidy also calls for a methodo-
logywhich will make it possible for education to be truly liberating as

opposed td.methods which produce docile minds,'stress being laid on the critical
perceptionof reality and on the establishment of-h fruitful dialogue which makes
an unalienated-understanding of the world possible, outside the limits of a cul-
tural heritage, whether native or imposed. The mass media are to be considered
as a means of social communication. They are thus the educational media
excellence since, ugh their direct and indirect action, tney are always
shaping patterns or.viour.

49. Methods must'cOncentrate on the.inculcation of attitudes whidh will enable-
all mentor* or -the community to consider themselves both as permanent

teachers and as perManent pupils 'mob more than on the trenSMission of-knowledge.
It is Vital to understand the rale of formal education in the shaping of the
-individual habits and attitudes necessary if a person is to benefit in any real
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way fram.the educational action of the environment. Methods must be based on

educative interaction and makeuse of all the educ tional resoureesofthe'com-
munity. Educational horizontality with its two",Way flows must be considered as

always possible. Where education is concerned; the relatiOn'betWeen'two
duals must always correspond to-the teacher/taught pattern. Dialogue is a vital

.-part of education that liberates. There2should be noflinsularn pupils. Life-

,
long education should first and foremost/facilitate all.forms of group self-
education.. '444

50%. The mobilization of all resources is an invitation to considerable educational
creativity. The wastage of industrial society is unacceptable in countries

with limited resources. In exceptional times (struggle for independence, resis-
tance to foreigners, revolution, etc.) the educative society seems to come into
being. Everyone is engaged in the educational enterprise; which is closely

linked to the attainment of the objectives that the oppressed people have set
themselves in order to, gain independence at all levels. The attainment of these
objectives, however, frequently crystallizes the educational-experience as commit-
ment ceases to be the collective venture of the whole ration.

-Ways and means must be found of expressing and using the potential for educa-
tion Which is present in everyone. The use of all, sources of information and
training is the first thing to be analysed in planning, administration and train-
ing activities. The experience of Japan and Peru is important.in,this connexion.
ln Japan, every educational opportunity is used in the education of the community,
and neither the most modest nor the most, powerful opportunities (local television)
are neglected. ln.Peru, the use of popular cultural traditions for educational
purposes is another example of this use of educational opportunities?

Seen in this light, educationiembraces all human resources, and the problem3
of the relationship between school and out -of- school education is not limited to
educational matters. It is not so much a question of enlarging the out-of-school
sector but of making all school and out-of-school structures provide oPportunities
for life-long education, and using all other opportunities which do not necessarily
come under the heading of education (restoration of educational imagination to
every individual).

Vi. SOME SCIGGESTIONSFOR FUTURE RESEARCH

51. An international consensus seems to hays been reached today on the broad,
'theoretical bases of the concept of life-long'education.'' These were outlined

in Chapter II. Many political rftimea, inktitutions and groups refer to them.
Nevertheless, it is Obviously possible that]theapplication of this,conceptWill
lead to midely'differing.results depending on the strategies .adopted and on the

_political, economic and social contexts in which these strategies -:are employed.

Because of the philosophical nature of the concept and its __26.11-4mmil2A5.
dharacter itsimpaet cannot be evaluated from a sectional point of view. It is a
qualitative transformation of the whole offthe educational system, and not merely
a quantitative increase or,a series of wtial improVdments to sYstems.

, .

.Por this reason, research into life-lOng educatiOn must be Principally
'directed towards'Understanding the political and-social Phenomena which can-bring
about the tranSformation of educational systems and nable them to be transcended.

....
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52. The:specifie.aims of research into life-long education imply that it shoed,
have certain particUlar Characteristics. The fact that man is a pluridimen-

sional being gives rise to the need for interdisciplinary research and for co-
operation between structures in the. field of life-long education. Interdisci-
plinary research prevents us from being unidimensional in the analysis of needs
and motivations. The struggle-against social, economic, racial and cultural dis-
criminationr(and the analysis of its causes) among ethnic groups,.peoPles,' social
clasies and generationa was seen as one aspect of educational research and
activity.

Since no edUgational system. today can be said to have fully realized the
ideal of life-long education, research must be-of a comparative nature, permitting
the discoVery of certain parameters of a strategy to transform existing systems.

It seems vital to consider that unofficial research has to offer. People's
universities,- cultural centres and trade,unions are places wfeereNe.lweriments are
carried out; they could be given encouragement and financial support to enable---
them to scrutinize6their own actiVity.more,depply.

-,
It is against this_backgraiandthat the following. research themes are

53. Relations between education and culture (to be understood in-the anthropolo-,
gical sense of the term, as the sum total of the°.intellectual and social

standards of a givembuman group) by reference to the cultural disparities due to
ethnic origin, social group, ago-group, etc.

52", Study of.the interactions between the educational structures and the overall
social systems within which they operate.

55. Study ofthe relations and interactions' between school systems and all forms
of out-of-school education. The latter must be undetstood in the widest

sense of the term (adult education, literacy work, cultural activities, press,
radio, television, training offered by trade unions and citizens* committees,
etc.). It is important to analyse the impact that externalinnovations have on
systems.

'956. Critical analysis and evaluation of experiments in-the decentra ization of
educational decision-makim (Whether national or regional experience or,local

action concerned with specific questions).

57. Critical analysis and evaluation of experience of selfmanagement in educa-
tional planning (micro-planning)

58. inventory and study of allnon-financiaI resources which, in various economic
and social contexts, may be used to meet educational needs.

59. Study of the tools made Available tio education by technoio icaLprogresa, in
partigular,..the mass media. The impact of these tools must 'b valuated in

the light of the fundamental objectives of life-long education - the deVelopment
of creativenesai responsibility and self- determination.

. .

:60. Study of reasons for wanting education. This means analysing:the demand for
education:. with- reference the social and economic needs of individuals in

their dally lives. From this point of view, it would be useful to make a study in
depth of those people who have opted out of the school_ systemer'havebeen rejec-
ted by it. .
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A rove22dc2Ek2n,pPramore and Bu et for 1 -197I aragraph 10814.

An interdisciplinary symposium (Category VIII) will be organized in 1971 to
assess the progress made in 1970, through the activities of the International
Education Year, towards a clearer understanding of life-long education and the
application of consequent reforms. The symposium will be invited also'to iden
tiry problems-that remain for further study and experiMentation. The report of
this symposium will be published. (Regular programme: $48,100.)
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ANNEX

Statement by the Assistant Director-General for Education

Ladies and Gentleten,

On behalf of the Director-General and on my own behalf,. I bal/6 pleasure. in
inaugurating the Interdisciplinary Symposium on Life-Long Education, in -which
you will be engaged for a week, and in welcoming you to Unesco Headquarters. I

. welcome you cordially',, and. I Should like to thank you for consenting to-give us
your valuable assistance despite your various obligations.

-

I also 'extend airery warm greeting to the representatives of the agencies of-.-
the United Nations system and other intergovernmentaIOrganizations, as well aa

----T"to-the7obtferVCra'frWi-hterhatiofial.'hon-governmentai organizations, -Whose presence
is evidence of the importance which their organigations attach to life-long edUca
.tionand to yOurdeliberatiohs. ,,.

The Director-General and I attach great importance to this mee9.ng. As you
know,Hlifelong_edUcation is one of Uneacols major concerns, and it iS becoming
more and more apparent that this concept, the significance of which is being,im-
creasingly realized in the ,,various countries as was recently demonstrated yet
'again by the work of the Third internatiOnalConference.onAdult Education in
Tokyo, can provide, the foundations for that indispensable-redirection,of educe-

,- tiOnal systems which will enable them to meet the new needs of society'mbre
effectively. Eyintegrating the various educational activities so as to satisfy
both individual aspirations and the requirements of development, life-long edues-
tion appears to provide the constituents of a, solution to the new problems which
education has to solve in our day. rt is therefore the working hypothesis that
provides the basis for the proposals contained in the short- and.mediumrterm
draft.prograMme and budget,. which will be submitted. in a few weeks to the General
Conference of Unesco.

Life-long education, as it-appears in these documents, is not a particular
form of education or a specific activity, but a conceptual basis for the guiding
Principle to be followed in the renewal of education as a whole, the need for
whidh is becoming increasingly evident in a great many countries. In addition,
life-long education is seen to be the condition which enables the right to educe-
tian to be exercised, inasmuch as %.:Ais right includes both the availability of
education to all those who have been completely or partially deprived of it and
the adaptation of the education provided to the nature and needs of the individual
according to his interests and commitments at the various stages of his life.
phis idea, which lies behind the proposals relating to Unescors'educational activi-
ty that the Director-General will'submit,to the General Conference in a few weeks'
time, is entirely consonant 'with the conclusions which the International Commis-
sion on the Development of Education, after,a year's work under the Chairmanship
Of Mr. Edgar 'Faure, I has justformulated in, its recently published report "Learning
To Be" . The eminent members ?of the Commission, the Director-General and I are
convinced that,the principle of a real reform of education and the solution to the
problems involved must be sought in all-embracing, continuous education.
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The General Conference, moreo-ver; at its sixteenth session real4ed the need
for'action along these lines when it approved Unescots programme'for 1971-13.972.,

in particular the holding Of an Interdisciplinary Symposium whose terms of, refer - -..

ence-'-were laid down as follows: "An interdisCiplinary symposium... will be
organized... to assess the progress made in 1970, through the activities Of the

International Education Year, towards a Clearer understanding of life-long-edUca-

tion and the application of consequent reforms., The sympOsiUm will be invited
also to identify prciblems.that remain for further study and experimentation. The I

*reportofithis symposium will be published ".
%

The definition by the General Conference at its sixteenth session of the
terms of reference of the Symposium which brings you,,together today was thus a

.turning point for life-long education. For the'first time, it was clear that the;-

idea of life-long'educatiOn was widely understood and accepted and that the hesita-
tion previously shoWn by certain Member States, sometimes due to misunderstandings,
had largely given way,to clear-sighted acceptance.

The efforts of the Secretariat those of Mr. Paalengrand in particular, andn.
of Other7institutiOns to'define and clarify the idea of life -long education had
thus-borne fruit. 'It was'also obvioilai however, that while the General Conference
was in agreement with the idea'of life-long education and the general principles
it implies; it ekpeCted theSecretariat to define.more,clearlY its practical
significance and indeed'to assist Member States to begin putting the ideatinto
practice.

The delegates on that oCcasic'enidentified a number of specific problems which
-governments may meet in. trying to7:set their national education systems moving in
theAlrection of,life-long edu tion.

Wellave every hope that the Symposium which has brought you together will
Contribute to the elucidation of some of these problems and so. assist Unesco to
carry out the task assigned to 'it by the General Conference. This task, as we are
fully aware/ calls both for an interdisciplinary'apprdech and:for the integration
of the wideVariety.of experiments carried out throughout the World.

Owing to the differences betWeeri your countries and the nature of your con-
cerns and sponsibilities, the standpoints from which you, have studied andsolved
the probl of life-long education undoubtedly differ-widely from_eadh other.

In. addition, although part of your career.has beentaken up with important
research and theoretical work, you have all of you given a good deal of your time
to educational practice in its various forms. This means that the fruit of your
experience,asTesearch workerd, educators and administrators can be an invaluable
contribution to the identification, clarification and solution of the problems
posed by the transition from the present educational system educatiOn,
and to the definition of the steps to be taken to that end.
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We asked,you to-provide us with written dbntributions so as -to enable the
meeting:to profit to the full from your experience. There. was, unfortunately,
insufficient time to circulate these contributions to the participantsas,early
as we should have wished, but they will/be reproduced or complemented in the form.
of oral statements Whioh will provide /information about activities and approaches.
of an original nature.

We feel that after this firstiiart of the debate it may be pdasible to iden-
tifythe major-problems arid beginAo solVe them, and that this may lead on to a
broadly-bated exchange of views:/ The meeting could'tnen examine ways and means
of developing life-long education, by defining the variouskindi of action that
need to toe taken. This is the course which I suggest your work should follow.

There is no need for me to stress that at a meeting of this kind, to which
. you are invited in a personal capacity, you have complete freedom both in the
cc:induct of your discussions and in the formulation of your.points1 view.

The main thing is that these should be inspired not only by,a common desire
to comOnicate hit also by the desire to find a common language so as to. arrive
at precise conclusions after an objective analysis of the problem hat been made...
You will thus assist the Secretariat and, throUgh its Member States and thwinter-
national communaty, to put into practice the rich and fertile idea of an education,
which will ensure the fu] development of mal,..yith'all'his.many'aspirations and. '

commitments, throughout his life. On behalf of the Director-General and on my
`own behalf, I wish `you every success in your work.

ERIC Clearinghoul.

AUG1 4 1973

wit Admit Edua4100


